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ELECTRICITY POLICY STATEMENT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1. Today, the electricity systems in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina ("FBiH") 
and Republica Srpska ("RS"), which function in Bosnia and Herzegovina ("BiH"), are 
facing considerable challenges.  Large investments are required to rehabilitate, 
modernise and expand the electricity system to meet growing demand and to maximise 
trading opportunities. Without these investments, the supply of competitive electricity to 
the people of BiH will be in danger. 

2. Sustained growth and employment in FBiH and RS are reliant on competitive and 
environmentally sound electricity supplies.  

3. Meeting these investments solely from Government funds would require diverting 
resources away from other important social priorities such as returning and 
accommodating of refugees, education and health.  Therefore it is very important to 
encourage private participation in the electricity industry. Experience from electricity 
markets around the world shows that private investors are prepared to invest in projects 
if there is a competitive economic environment.  

4. The priority for the electricity industry in FBiH and RS is to create efficient market 
structures within clear regulatory frameworks that encourage more competitive markets 
for electricity and at the same time are able to attract private investors and ensure 
economically sound development of the system.  Only in this way, can the electricity 
sector in FBiH and RS expect to meet electricity demands as efficiently as possible. 

5. This Policy Statement summarises the plans of the Governments of FBiH and RS for the 
restructuring of, and for regulatory reforms in, the electricity industry. 

2. CURRENT SITUATION 

6. Currently there are three vertically integrated electricity companies in BiH: 

- Elektroprivreda of Bosnia and Herzegovina (EPBiH);  

- Elektroprivreda Hrvatske Zajednice Herceg-Bosne (EPHZHB); and 

- Elektroprivreda of Repulika Srpska (EPRS). 

7. Each EP is responsible for the scheduling and dispatch of its own plant and for 
frequency and voltage control within its territory.  However, a Joint Power Co-
ordination Centre (ZEKC), which is jointly owned and operated by the three EPs, was 
established in November 1998 to co-ordinate dispatch in order to ensure system integrity 
within BiH. 

8. The major function of ZEKC is to co-ordinate the operation of the power system in a 
safe, effective and efficient manner and provide transmission of power from the 
generating plants to domestic and foreign customers.  

9. Despite technical constraints, transfers of electricity between the three EPs have played 
an important part over the past few years.  The major driving force of electricity trading 
between the three EPs is to balance the system and to sell excess capacity or buy scarce 
capacity. 
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10. There are numerous interconnections at the 110 kV, 220 kV and 400 kV levels both 
between the networks of the EPs within BiH, and between these networks and those in 
neighbouring countries.  

11. Mayor investments are needed in generation, transmission and distribution systems, if 
the industry is to meet future needs of the country.  

3. GOVERNMENT VISION AND REFORM OBJECTIVE  

12. The vision of the electricity industry corresponds with an electricity industry which: 

- performs efficiently, both technically and commercially; 

- enables efficient and effective competition; 

- is capable of meeting current and future demand in all areas of BiH; 

- meets international standards in terms of cost effectiveness, quality of service, service 
integrity and reliability, security of the system; and the environment;  

- allows companies to recover their full costs including a reasonable return on 
investment; 

- has a Universal Service Obligation; 

- attracts private capital to the sector thereby releasing funds that governments can  
invest in vital social programmes, including help to returning refugees, improved 
health care and better education ; 

- leaves responsible Entity bodies with the policy option of whether to privatise some or 
all of the industry; 

- pays all corporate and other taxes due, whether State or private owned;  

- fulfils the requirements of the Energy Charter Treaty and related documents; and 

- complies with EU rules for the internal market in the electricity industry, as established 
in the EU Electricity Directive, in the medium term. 

13. The main objective of the reform is to ensure that BiH enjoys an efficient and 
competitive electricity industry, which encourages trade and provides a continuous 
supply of electricity at defined quality standards to customers in all areas of BiH at the 
lowest necessary price.  

4. REFORM PROGRAM 

4.1 Main Elements of the Reform 
14. The major objective of the electricity reform in FBiH and RS is to ensure sustainability, 

introduce competition and then regulate the industry appropriately.  In order to introduce 
competition, functional segmentation of the electricity industry in FBiH and RS as well 
as gradually opening the market to competition are vital steps to achieving those 
objectives.  In addition, the existence of natural monopolies in transmission and 
distribution requires strengthening of regulatory powers in order to allow competition to 
develop. 

15. The principal elements of the reform can be summarised as follows: 
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- Qualified customers and electricity traders will be able to purchase electricity from 
competing generators and independent electricity traders; 

- Trading between generators and qualified customers and electricity traders will be 
conducted on the basis of freely negotiated bilateral contracts and balancing 
mechanisms will be designed to settle imbalances between supply and demand; 

- Distribution companies will set up separate accounts and management for the 
operation of the distribution wires ("distribution business") and the trading activities 
("Area Electricity Trading business"); 

- Electricity activities -e.g. generation, transmission, distribution and trading - will 
require a licence which will be granted by the responsible bodies; 

- The Area Electricity Traders (AET), the separate trading business of distribution 
companies, will have exclusive franchise rights to supply non-eligible industrial, 
commercial, and residential customers (customers who are not allowed to choose their 
electricity supplier freely) in their geographic franchise areas; 

- The ownership and operation of the transmission network will remain with each of the 
three EPs; 

- Cost-reflective, transparent and non-discriminatory transmission and distribution 
system access arrangements will be designed; 

- An Independent System Operator (ISO) will be established to co-ordinate dispatch, 
operation of the network, settlement of imbalances; and to ensure the security of the 
system; 

- ZEKC will be developed such that it will be able to carry out the functions of an ISO;  

- In the longer run, as the market develops and as trading arrangements become more 
frequent and complex, a fully specified power pool (gross pool or net pool) may be 
required;  

- The new industry will have many more individual participants than the current 
situation. 

The reform and re-structuring of the electricity industry will be carried out in two 
stages: 
- Stage 1 will involve the completion of a number of important steps ahead of market 

opening. These actions include establishment of an electricity laws, tariff restructuring, 
separation of business units within each EP, establishment of the main elements of the 
regulatory framework. Further details on the Stage 1 process are set out below under 
Transitional Issues.  A comprehensive study, covering privatisation in the RS, and 
restructuring and privatisation in FBiH, on behalf of the Entity Governments, of the 
sequence, extent and timing of restructuring and privatisation of the three EPs will be 
undertaken and completed by end December 2000. After which, each government will 
develop an action plan for restructuring and privatisation of the three EPs. 

- Stage 2 will begin with market opening and will include establishment of a market 
system including bilateral contracts and settlements of imbalances. At the same time 
the FBiH and RS governments will undertake those actions concerning restructuring 
arising from a study, covering privatisation in the RS, and restructuring and 
privatisation in FBiH. 
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4.2 Separation of Functions 
16. In order to establish an economically efficient structure for the electricity industry in 

FBiH and RS generation, transmission and distribution activities will be separated.  The 
separation process will be undertaken in a two-stage process:  

- Firstly the companies will set up separate business units with fully separate accounts 
for generation, transmission and distribution activities. This first stage is part of a 
wider Stage 1 process. 

- Secondly - The RS Government would establish wholly separate companies for 
generation, transmission and distribution that could then be part of a programme of 
privatisation, while the FBiH Government would implement unbundling of companies 
for generation, transmission and distribution according to its own action plan for 
restructuring and privatisation.  The latter will be established once the legal and 
regulatory framework is in place and will be part of the Stage 2 process and in 
accordance with the action plan of the FBiH and RS governments following a study, 
covering privatisation in the RS, and restructuring and privatisation in FBiH.  

17. In addition, distribution activities will be divided into two separate business units: 

- the wire business responsible for delivery of electricity ("Distribution"); and  

- the trading of electricity, namely Area Electricity Traders (AET), responsible for the 
purchase of electricity and sale of electricity to final customers. 

4.3 Generation  
18. The creation of competition in generation is one of the major objectives of the new 

institutional framework.  To attract foreign and domestic private investment it is 
essential that generation companies participate in a competitive environment with clear 
rules.  Competition in the electricity industry will mainly focus on generators competing 
to sell (directly or through trading companies) to Qualified customers and electricity 
traders. 

19. The industry structure envisaged here is an electricity sector in BiH that will give 
generators the possibility to sell their generated electricity on the basis of freely 
negotiated bilateral contracts to qualified customers and electricity traders. 

20. Generation companies will hold generation and electricity trading licences to carry out 
their functions. Generation and trading licences will be issued by the Ministry of Energy 
in the RS and by the Entity Energy Regulatory Commission in the FBiH. The Ministries 
and the Entity Regulators will be obliged to consult each other on the conditions in the 
licence before issuing of licences and to invite interested parties to comment on draft 
licences through a process of public consultation.  

4.4 Transmission  
21. The transmission system is currently owned and operated by the three EPs. After 

unbundling the EPs, three transmission companies will own and operate the transmission 
system in BiH.  Each transmission company will be responsible for the switching, 
maintenance and expansion of the system.  The transmission companies will also be 
responsible for the system operation of their transmission network. ZEKC will carry out 
the function of co-ordinating the operation of the three system operators in BiH until an 
ISO is established. 
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22. Electricity Transmission companies will have to guarantee access to their transmission 
network. To enable this process to develop, it is crucial that fair, cost reflective 
transmission prices as well as transparent and non-discriminatory transmission system 
access arrangements are established. 

23. The Ministry of Energy in the RS and the Entity Energy Regulatory Commission in 
FBiH will be responsible for issuing, monitoring and enforcing the license conditions for 
all transmission activities other than those conditions related to transmission tariffs and 
access terms. The latter licence conditions will be determined, monitored and enforced 
by the National Energy Regulatory Commission.  The  Ministries of Energy  and the 
Entity Energy Regulatory Commissions in the FBiH and RS will be obliged to consult 
on the conditions in licences before the issue of licences for transmission companies and 
to invite interested parties to comment on draft licences through a process of public 
consultation . This process will be coordinated with the National Energy Regulatory 
Commission for those licence conditions related to the control and design of tariffs and 
access terms.   

4.5 Distribution  
24. The electricity sector in FBiH and RS will be split up into a series of separate 

distribution areas. The distribution areas will be divided among several functional 
separated distribution companies. The distribution companies will be responsible for 
construction, expansion, development, operation and maintenance of the distribution 
grids.  

25. Distribution companies will hold two different licences issued by responsible Entity 
bodies:   

- A Distribution Licence for the wires business; and  

- Trading Licences for the trading (or retail) business.  Distribution companies will hold 
two types of Trading Licences: 

- For trading of electricity to non-eligible customers in its own franchise area, 
distribution companies will hold a "First Tier Area Electricity Trading Licence."   

- For supplying qualified customers and electricity traders in and outside their franchise 
area, distribution companies will require a "Second Tier Trading Licence."  

4.6 Independent Traders (or Retailers) 
26. There will be free entry for Independent Traders (i.e. retailers).  Independent Traders 

will be companies whose only function in the electricity industry will be to buy 
electricity and then sell it to qualified customers and electricity traders.  Independent 
traders will compete with the trading business of the distribution companies and 
generators to supply qualified customers and other electricity traders. 

27. Any company that satisfies certain minimum financial and technical criteria will qualify 
for a license to trade electricity.  

4.7 Qualified Customers and Electricity Traders 
28. In order to gradually open up the market and introduce competition, freedom to choose 

an electricity supplier will be limited to qualified customers and electricity traders who 
will be able to buy electricity directly from generating companies or trading companies. 
Qualified customers and electricity traders can be divided into three categories: 
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- Qualified customers (QC): Initially they will be large industrial customers who will be 
allowed to choose their electricity supplier freely.  Where qualified users acquire 
electricity directly from generators, transmission and distribution will only involve the 
delivery of that electricity.   

- Area Electricity Traders (AET): AETs are the fully separated trading business of 
distribution companies, which will be allowed to buy electricity from whomsoever 
they choose. An AET will be able to acquire energy from a generation company or 
contract their supply from another AET or Independent Trader.  

- Independent Traders (or Retailers): Independent Traders will be companies whose 
only function in the electricity industry will be to buy electricity and then sell it ti 
qualified customers and other electricity traders.  

4.8 Operation of the Transmission System in BiH 
29. Until the establishment of the ISO, ZEKC will be responsible for the co-ordination of 

the transmission system in BiH. Unbundled transmission companies will be responsible 
for operating the transmission system in their own area unless and until it is agreed by all 
parties that the evolution of the market reforms require some reallocation of functions. 

4.9 The Independent System Operator (ISO) and the Three System Operators 
(SOs)  

30. A single ISO for Bosnia and Herzegovina will be established. The expected benefits of a 
single ISO for the whole of BiH are more than just equal and fair access to the 
transmission system. By co-ordinating operation and dispatch, a single ISO can achieve 
significant efficiencies in system operation and hence cost savings, especially in a small 
system like that in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

31. Each transmission company will remain responsible for the system operation (SO) of 
their own transmission network. 

32. The ISO will have sufficient powers over transmission facilities to provide fair and 
equitable access to the transmission system. This requires that the transmission owners 
transfer to the ISO all relevant responsibility to efficiently co-ordinate the operation of 
transmission system, and that the ISO has adequate authority to exercise their 
responsibility.  In addition, sufficient information to monitor the transmission system 
must be available to the ISO.  

33. The ISO will be a non-profit entity independent of any individual market participant.   

34. Until an ISO has been established, ZEKC will co-ordinate operation of the system. 

35. All transmission network owners will be represented at the ISO's Board of Directors. 

36. The ISO's functions will be: 

- Maintain System Reliability: The ISO in BiH will act as a security co-ordinator, 
provide security assessments and co-ordinate emergency operations.  

- Provide Ancillary Services: The transmission system requires additional inputs so that 
the power is delivered to the customers at a stable frequency and voltage. These inputs 
are referred to as ancillary network support services. Those include frequency control, 
operating reserves, voltage control and black-start services. The ISO will co-ordinate 
the supply of ancillary services throughout BiH with the SOs. 
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- Manage Transmission Constraints: The ISO has the responsibility to identify and 
relieve congestion on the transmission grid, which can be achieved by co-ordinating 
dispatching generators.  

- Provide Transmission System Information: In order to establish an open and 
transparent transmission regime it is important that the ISO provides timely 
information on transmission capacity, ancillary services and prices to transmission 
customers.  

- Co-ordination with neighbouring control areas: The ISO shall develop mechanisms to 
co-ordinate with neighbouring control areas. 

37. The functions of the three SO's will be: 

- Control of Transmission System: The transmission owners in BiH will maintain 
control of all transmission and dispatch facilities not transferred to the ISO. 

- Maintain System Reliability: Each SO in BiH provides security assessments and co-
ordinate emergency operations with the ISO. 

- Provide Ancillary Services: The transmission system requires additional inputs so that 
the power is delivered to the customers at a stable frequency and voltage. These inputs 
are referred to as ancillary network support services. Those include frequency control, 
operating reserves, voltage control and black-start services. The SOs will provide those 
services in co-operation with the ISO. 

- Manage Transmission Constraints: Each SO has the responsibility to identify and 
relieve congestion on the transmission grid within its area in co-operation with the 
ISO. 

- Provide Transmission System Information: In order to establish an open and 
transparent transmission regime it is important that all the SOs provide timely 
information on transmission capacity, ancillary services and prices to transmission 
customers to the ISO. 

4.10 Electricity Trading Framework 
38. Generators, qualified customers and electricity traders will be free to enter into bilateral 

contracts. Bilateral contracts may be for any duration and of a form determined by the 
parties. A bilateral contract will enable a generator or a qualified customer or electricity 
trader to secure fixed physical quantities of electricity into the future at known prices.  

39. At the close of day ahead trading, generators, qualified customers and electricity traders 
will notify the SOs and the ISO of their total contractual quantities arising from bilateral 
trades. The SOs and the ISO will identify constraints and will discuss with the 
companies how they should be resolved. The SOs and ISO will need to have the 
necessary information on all contracts. 

40. Close collaboration between the three SOs and the ISO and the exchange of necessary 
commercial and technical information, including network limitations contract details 
will be important in order to enable efficient operation of the electricity industry in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

41. A system of top-up and spill tariffs will be established in order to settle imbalances, 
arising out of bilateral trading of electricity. 
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4.11 Transitional Issues 
42. The design of an orderly transition process will be crucial in making the final structure 

of the new electricity industry correspond to the policy intentions. An orderly and 
smooth transition during Stage 1 of the reform process will have to take into account the 
following necessary steps: 

- Enacting Legislation: As a first step of starting the reform in FBiH and RS it is 
important that Electricity Laws are enacted  in each Entity. This will be the legal 
foundation for the reform process and will spell out the direction and objectives of the 
reform in FBiH and RS. 

- Establishing Regulatory Framework: After the laws have been enacted it is important 
that Regulatory Commissions are set up and the members of the regulatory bodies are 
appointed. This will be a necessary prerequisite for starting the process of restructuring 
and liberalisation and the introduction of competition. 

- Beginning of Unbundling: all Elektroprivredas in FBiH and RS will start unbundling 
their electricity activities. In the transitional stage, each EP will set up separate 
business units with fully separate accounts for generation, transmission, distribution 
and trading of electricity. Those EPs (in particular EPRS) which have already separate 
accounts for their electricity activities will start preparing for full unbundling of their 
generation, transmission, distribution business to enable the establishment of separate 
companies. This will be subject to the action plan that will be established following 
completion of a study, covering privatisation in the RS, and restructuring and 
privatisation in FBiH. 

- Starting Electricity Tariff-rebalancing: Current electricity tariffs in BiH do not reflect 
the different costs of supplying different consumers groups. Therefore in order to 
establish an efficient electricity market in BiH, the re-balancing of electricity tariffs 
must be a priority for the BiH electricity sector in the transitional period.  

- Developing Privatisation Strategy: To be able to successfully attract any form of 
private participation to the electricity industries in FBiH and RS, it is necessary that 
FBiH and RS first designs but also implements a clear and predictable legal, 
regulatory, and restructuring framework for these industries. Any kind of privatisation 
strategy which is chosen by the industry must not hinder or obstruct the overall reform 
process as outlined in this policy statement. The action plan following a study, 
covering privatisation in the RS, and restructuring and privatisation in FBiH will set 
out more precisely how the FBiH and RS governments intend to introduce private 
capital into the industry including the sale of the assets of existing EPs where 
appropriate to private investors.  

- Co-operating between SOs and ISO in operating the transmission system in BiH: In 
the first stage of electricity reform, the three EPs will own and operate their 
transmission system. This would imply that each EP will act as the System Operator 
(SO) for its transmission network. The Independent System Operator (ZEKC will be 
appointed to fulfil the role of an ISO) will be responsible to "co-ordinate" operation of 
the three System Operators. 

43. When separate companies have been established for the generation, transmission and 
distribution activities of each EP, ownership and operation of the transmission system 
will be handed over to independent transmission companies. The transmission 
companies will remain responsible for system operation of its network with an ISO 
(ZEKC) acting as a co-ordinator. At this stage, it might be however, necessary that the 
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responsibilities of the ISO (ZEKC) might be enhanced as competition develops. Any 
enhancement of powers of the ISO will have to be agreed by the relevant parties. 

4.12 Final Structure of the Electricity Industry  
44. In the long-term, a competitive electricity market can be established in BiH where all 

customers will be able to choose their own electricity suppliers.   

45. However, in order to establish "a fully competitive" electricity market it is paramount 
that a functioning and efficient legal and regulatory framework is in place and that the 
structural reform objectives as envisaged for the electricity industry in BiH have been 
carried out successfully.  Only then, and as a final step, will it be economically sound to 
open up the market for all customers.  

46. As competition develops and as trading arrangements become more complicated it is 
likely to be necessary to construct an explicit wholesale market.  In addition, a Market 
Operator (MO) will be necessary to monitor and enforce trading arrangements and settle 
imbalances between contracted amounts of energy and actual flows. 

5. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

5.1 The Need for Economic Regulation 
47. There is a need for a clear distinction between the roles of regulator, shareholder and 

policy maker in order that each function is undertaken effectively and to facilitate the 
confidence of market participants and the effective working of the market. 

48. Therefore, independent regulatory bodies will be established in order to avoid actions by 
governments that will reduce the efficiency and competitiveness of regulated companies.  

5.2 Regulation in the Electricity Industry 

5.2.1 Regulation of Power Generation 
49. In the new structure for the electricity sector in BiH, generators will sell their production 

to qualified customers and electricity traders based on freely negotiated bilateral 
contracts, the price of generation does not have to be regulated as generators compete 
with each other to sell electricity.   

50. However, in the early years of competition the relevant regulators would periodically 
monitor terms and conditions in these contracts to ensure that they met agreed criteria.  
In particular the regulator will need to verify that they do not engage in monopolistic 
practices or other anti-competitive behaviour.  Apart from this, companies wishing to 
participate in generation will need to satisfy certain conditions such as ensuring they 
have the required financial and technical resources. The aim however is to encourage 
new entry.   

51.  The generation of electricity will require a licence, which will be issued either by the 
relevant Ministry of Energy in the RS  or by the Entity Energy Regulatory Commission 
in the FBiH. To ensure proper transparency and accountability,  Ministers and the Entity 
Regulators will be obliged, whoever issues the Licences to consult on the issuing of and 
the conditions contained in the licences and to invite interested parties to comment on 
draft licences through a process of public consultation. 
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5.2.2 Regulation of Electricity Transmission  
52. The transmission network is likely to continue to be regarded as a natural monopoly for 

the purpose of regulation. 

53. Transmission licences will contain a number of conditions that are designed to allow 
competing electricity suppliers access to the system.  These will include: 

- Rules that will allow non-discriminatory access to the transmission network for all 
electricity suppliers; 

- A price control formula with respect to transmission charges that will allow recovery 
of all properly incurred costs, contain incentives to improve efficiency, provide for the 
replacement of capital and for a reasonable return on capital to investors;  

- A requirement to abide by the provisions of technical standards and the Grid Code; 

- Planning for system expansion to take account of the needs of generators and qualified 
customers and electricity traders; and 

- The regulation of the quality of electricity supply (maintaining frequency and voltage 
control and reducing interruptions to service). 

54. The National Energy Regulatory Commission will be responsible for determining, 
monitoring and enforcing those license conditions for each transmission company that 
concern control and design of transmission tariffs and the terms for open access to the 
transmission system throughout BiH. The Minister of Energy in the RS and the FBiH  
Entity Energy Regulatory Commission will be responsible for issuing transmission 
licences for each company. The RS and FBiH Entity regulators will be responsible for 
monitoring and enforcing all licence conditions other than those that relate to tariff 
charges or transmission access terms. The Entity Regulator and the Ministers of Energy 
in FBiH and RS will be obliged to consult on the conditions in licences before the issue 
of licences to transmission companies and to invite interested parties to comment on 
draft licences through a process of public consultation. 

55. The National Energy Regulatory Commission will be responsible for licensing, 
monitoring and enforcing all the activities of the ISO.  This will include ancillary 
services, top-up and spill tariffs at the system level in BiH and for arbitrating between 
electricity industry participants under its regulatory jurisdiction from different Entities. 
The Commission will review and co-ordinate all transmission network plans, plans for 
inter company and inter-state facilities for electricity transmission and the quality of 
services provided by each transmission company. 

5.2.3 Regulation of Electricity Distribution 

56. The distribution of electricity will require a licence, which will be issued by the RS 
Ministry of Energy in the case of RS distribution companies or by the FBiH Entity 
Energy Regulatory Commission in the case of FBiH distribution companies. The 
Ministers and the Entity Regulators will be obliged to consult on the conditions in 
licences before issuing them to distribution companies and to invite interested parties to 
comment on draft licences through a process of public consultation. 

57. Distributors will have license conditions that include: 

- A sole franchise to provide an electricity wires service within a defined geographic 
area; and 

- An obligation to serve customers who request a connection to the distribution network. 
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- In addition to the above other license conditions will be similar to those in the license 
for electricity transmission companies as follows: 

- Rules that will allow non-discriminatory access to the distribution network to enable 
electricity suppliers to supply qualified customers and electricity traders; 

- A price control formula with respect to distribution charges that will allow recovery of 
all properly incurred costs, contain incentives to improve efficiency, provide for the 
replacement of capital and for a reasonable return on capital to investors;  

- A requirement to abide by agreed technical standards and the Distribution Code; 

- Planning for system expansion to take account of the needs of customers; and 

- The regulation of the quality of electricity supply (maintaining frequency and voltage 
control and reducing interruptions to service). 

5.2.4 Regulation of Electricity Trading 
58. To ensure that the market operates as efficiently as possible two types of Trading 

License will be issued: 

- A First Tier Area Electricity Trading License (First Tier Licence) that would be 
granted to an enterprise that would then be the sole supplier of electricity in the same 
geographic area as an electricity distribution licensee; and  

- A Second Tier Trading License (Second Tier Licence) that would be granted to those 
wishing to sell electricity to qualified customers and/or electricity traders. 

59. First Tier Licences will be granted only to the separated trading business of distribution 
companies. 

60. Second Tier Licences will be granted to those enterprises that wish to sell electricity to 
qualified customers and electricity traders. 

61. Distribution companies holding a Distribution License and a First Tier Licence will also 
be allowed to hold a Second Tier License. 

62. A First Tier Licence will include the following conditions: 

- obligations to supply customers who are not allowed to choose their electricity supplier 
freely in its geographic franchise area; 

- quality standards for the supply of electricity;  

- a price control formula to regulate electricity tariffs to customers who are not allowed 
to choose their electricity supplier freely; 

- incentives to improve the efficient operation of the retail function; 

- ability to pass through electricity purchase costs to customers subject to an Economic 
Purchasing Obligation;  

- powers to disconnect customers in case of non-payment of bills; and 

- obligations to supply information to the regulator. 

63. For a Second Tier Licence there will not be a price control formula for customer tariffs 
as the licensee has no monopoly franchise and customers are free to switch suppliers.  
However there will still be some important conditions particularly relating to 
international trade in electricity as follows: 
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- obligations to notify the SO and the ISO with respect to the import or export of 
electricity into and out of BiH; 

- quality standards for the supply of electricity;  

- powers to disconnect customers in case of non-payment of bills; and 

- obligations to supply information to the regulator. 

64. The trading of electricity will require a licence, which will be issued either by the 
relevant Ministry of Energy in the Entities or by the Entity Energy Regulatory 
Commission. The Ministers and the Entity Regulators will be obliged to consult before 
the issuing of licences on the conditions contained in each licence and to invite 
interested parties to comment on draft licences through a process of public consultation. 

65. Every trading license would contain a condition that allowed the licensee to buy 
electricity in either Entity and in the case of Second Tier Licences they would allow 
traders to sell to qualified customers and electricity traders in either Entity (there will be 
reciprocity between the two Entities). 

66. There will also be licence conditions concerning the international trading of electricity 
with other countries. These conditions will only permit such international trade to take 
place with those countries that have put in place reciprocal trading arrangements and 
transmission charges and open access terms that are at least equivalent to those in BiH. 
Any actions with respect to these conditions will only be undertaken following 
consultation with FBiH and RS Governments. These conditions will be contained in the 
transmission licences and electricity trading licences. They will be monitored and 
enforced by the National Energy Regulatory Commission in the case of transmission 
licences and by the Entity Regulatory Commissions in the case of electricity trading 
licences. 

5.3 Regulatory Framework 
67. The regulatory framework will be based on a National Energy Regulatory Commission 

and two separate Entity Energy Regulatory Commissions. 

68. Taking account of international practice in several countries and recognising the special 
circumstances in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Entity Governments will consider 
expanding the role of the Regulatory Commissions to include other energy industries at 
the appropriate time. 

69. Figure 5.1 shows the new regulatory framework for the electricity sector. 

Figure 5.1 
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5.3.1 Functions of the National Energy Regulatory Commission (NERC) 
70. The National Energy Regulatory Commission (NERC) will be responsible for the 

regulation of the electricity transmission with respect to tariffs and access terms in BiH, 
the ISO, and international trade.  Regulation of the rest of the electricity industry will be 
in the hands of the two Entity Energy Regulatory Commissions.   

71. The National Energy Regulatory Commission's main responsibilities in the electricity 
sector will be: 

- To determine, monitor and enforce those licence conditions and rules concerning non-
discriminatory third party access (TPA)  to the electricity transmission network 
together with transparent and cost-reflective transmission prices that will be contained 
in transmission licences; 

- To monitor and enforce those license conditions related to the international trade in 
electricity in particular ensuring that international technical requirements are met and 
adhered to; 

- To issue rules where necessary with respect to regulated activities; 

- To co-ordinate with the relevant Entity Energy Regulators the control of any anti-
competitive practices; 

- To establish, monitor and enforce quality standards for electricity transmission 
services; 

- To co-ordinate and where necessary approve investment plans of the electricity 
transmission companies including those plans related to the transmission network, 
inter company and inter-state facilities for electricity transmission and the quality of 
electricity transmission services; 

- To licence and monitor the activities of the ISO including the establishment and 
operation of the Grid Code, the efficiency of mechanisms and methods to secure a 
system balance between demand and supply of electricity; and 

- To provide mechanisms for the solution of disputes between industry participants 
under its regulatory jurisdiction from different Entities. 

5.3.2 Functions of Entity Regulatory Commissions (ERCFBiH and ERCRS) 
72. ERCFBiH and ERCRS will be responsible for economic regulation of electricity 

transmission1, electricity distribution and electricity trading activities. 

73. The ERCFBiH and ERCRS will be responsible for: 

- monitoring and where necessary co-ordinating the enforcement of all the conditions in 
the power generation, electricity transmission (except those conditions that will be 
established, monitored and enforced by the National Energy Regulatory Commission), 
electricity distribution, and electricity trading licences.  

- establishing, monitoring and enforcing a non-discriminatory third party access (TPA) 
regime for the electricity distribution network and transparent, cost-reflective 
distribution charges together with supervision and operation of the Distribution Code; 

                                                 
1 Those matters concerning transmission access terms and control and design of transmission tariffs will be 

determined, monitored and enforced by the National Energy Regulatory Commission. 
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- establishing, monitoring and enforcing a price control formula for final electricity 
consumer prices paid by customers who are not allowed to choose their electricity 
supplier freely in the monopoly franchise area of each distribution company. 

- issuing rules which apply to regulated activities; 

- control of any anti-competitive practices as appropriate ; 

- establishing quality standards for distribution and trading services; 

- approving investment plans of the distribution companies; 

- providing mechanisms for the solution of disputes between industry participants; 

- monitoring compliance with the regulations and to impose sanctions for non-
compliance with the regulator. 

5.4 Composition and Appointment of Regulatory Commissions 
74. The Governments of FBiH and RS will establish, after enactment of the Electricity 

Laws, the Regulatory Commissions at Entity and national level. Details of the powers 
and responsibilities of the Regulatory Commissions will be specified in the Electricity 
Laws. Each Regulatory Commission will be provided with sufficient powers, together 
with adequate staffing and other resources to carry out all their respective functions and 
responsibilities. 

75. Regulatory Commissions at the national and Entity level will be independent bodies and 
hence will be free from political intervention and will carry out their functions as 
specified in the Electricity Laws. To ensure proper independence, there will be 
mechanisms in the Electricity Laws that will ensure impartiality with respect to: 

- the appointment, term of office and dismissal of Commissioners; 

- the size and composition of each Regulatory Commission; and 

- the funding of each Regulatory Commission.  

76. Appointment, Term of Office, and Dismissal of Regulatory Commissioners; 
Mechanisms are necessary both to ensure impartiality in appointment of suitably 
qualified members and to prevent the body being influenced in its decisions.  

77. For the FBiH Regulatory Commission, the FBiH Parliament will appoint the 
Commission members upon the proposal of the FBiH President and Vice-President. For 
the RS Regulatory Commission, the RS Government will appoint the Commission 
members upon the proposal of the RS Ministry of Energy and Mining. 

78. For the National Energy Regulatory Commission, the Commissioners will be appointed 
by the two Entity Authorities. In the case of FBiH, the FBiH Parliament will appoint the 
Commission members upon the proposal of the FHBiH President and Vice-President. In 
the case of the RS, The RS Parliament will appoint the Commission members upon the 
proposal of the RS Government. 

79. The appointments of the Regulatory Commissioners will be for a period of 5 years, with 
earlier termination only in very limited and clearly defined circumstances of wrong-doing.  

80. Size, Conduct and Composition of each Regulatory Commission; The Entity Regulatory 
Commissions will be composed at least three members2. On important matters where there 

                                                 
2 There will be three Commissioners in the case of the RS and four Commissioners in the case of FBiH; the latter 

recognises the ethnic composition of the two communities in FBiH. 
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is a failure of the Commissioners to agree, the respective Electricity Law will allow for the 
appointment by the Regulatory Commissioners of a panel of recognised experts to be avail-
able and have the power to decide on these specific matters in a reasonable period of time.   

81. For the National Energy Regulatory Commission, there will be equal representation of 
all parties in BiH.  This is crucial in order to ensure impartiality of the national regulator.  
There will be three Commissioners, with two from the FBiH representing each of the 
two communities and one from the RS. Decisions will be made by consensus. Where 
there is a failure of the Commissioners to agree, an arbitrator acceptable to all sides will 
be appointed to decide on the specific matter within a reasonable period of time. 

82. Funding of Regulatory Commissions: To help ensure independence, it is important that 
each Commission has an independent source of funding. Each Commission will have the 
power to raise funds through licence fees charged to each licensed enterprise. The 
Regulatory Commissions will be non-profit-making bodies. Each Commission will have 
the power to appoint its own staff. 

5.5 Issuing of Licences 
83. Electricity transmission system transmission licences will be issued by the RS Ministry 

of Energy for the transmission company in the RS and by the FBiH Energy Regulatory 
Commission Entity in the case of FBiH transmission companies. The Ministries and 
Regulatory Commissions will be obliged to consult on the conditions in the licence 
before they are issued and to invite interested parties to comment on draft licences 
through a process of public consultation. The National Energy Regulatory Commission 
will establish, monitor and enforce the conditions in each licence that relate to the 
control and design of transmission tariffs and access terms.    

84. Issuing of generation, electricity distribution and electricity trading licences will be the 
responsibility of the Entities. In the RS the Ministry of energy will issue licences; in 
FBiH the Energy Regulatory Commission will issue the licences. The Ministries and 
Regulatory Commissions will be obliged to consult on the conditions in the licence 
before they are issued and to invite interested parties to comment on draft licences 
through a process of public consultation.   

85. The key points in issuing licences are: 

- all licences will be issued following a clear procedure laid down in the Electricity Laws 
and operated transparently, as provided for in the law and in secondary legislation; 

- electricity generation, transmission, distribution and trading licences will be issued at 
Entity level, though the National Energy Regulatory Commission will have 
responsibilities for the ISO and transmission tariffs and access terms.  

86. The Entity Regulatory Commissions and the Ministries of Energy will be obliged to 
consult on the conditions in each licence before issuing of the licences and to invite 
interested parties to comment on draft licences through a process of public consultation. 

87. The site of the ISO, NERC and ERKs will be specified in the Electricity Laws, bearing 
in mind all relevant factors. 

6. PRICING POLICY AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

88. The current electricity tariffs in BiH do not reflect the different costs of supplying 
different customers groups. Therefore, the re-balancing of electricity prices is needed in 
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BiH to encourage more efficient consumption and production patterns, and to improve 
the ability of electricity companies to finance essential investments. 

89. At the same time it is fully recognised that moving to full cost reflective tariffs in BiH 
may mean that socially vulnerable groups would be caused serious hardship unless 
effective assistance were provided to them.  

90. Therefore, the increase of electricity tariffs to their economic efficient level will be 
gradual and some form of compensation will be designed to help to offset the costs to 
the poorest groups.  

91. However any form of compensation will be: 

- targeted to the most needy vulnerable groups; 

- limited in scope and size (subsidies must not be too onerous); 

- set to minimise distortions in the use of electricity; 

- set to avoid distortions in the finances of electricity companies; 

- maintain incentives for productive efficiency;  

- implemented in a transparent way so the direction and magnitude of the subsidies can 
be kept under close scrutiny; and 

- consistent with the administrative structures of BiH.  

6.1 Subsidy Policy Principles 
92. A clear and transparent policy on the design and implementation of a subsidy 

mechanism for the electricity industry in BiH will be developed.  This will include:  

- an analysis of customers' "willingness-to-pay" in order that service affordable to the 
poor is not extended too far up income scales; 

- a clear methodology to identify vulnerable consumer groups; and  

- a methodology to update low-income customers information and to take into 
consideration changes in the circumstances of existing customers.  

93. The basic principles for developing a subsidy policy in BiH will be: 

- to avoid distortions in the finances  and economic interest of electricity companies;  

- to target to the most needy socially vulnerable groups; 

- to limit scope and size (subsidies must not be too onerous); 

- to set to minimise distortions in the use of electricity; 

- to maintain incentives for productive efficiency;  

- to implement in a transparent way so the direction and magnitude of the subsidies can 
be kept under close scrutiny; and 

- to be consistent with the BiH administrative structures.   

7. PRIVATISATION 

94. The governments of FBiH and RS welcome international, as well as domestic, private 
participation in the electricity industry.  They also recognise that to attract private 
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investors FBiH and RS must provide an environment, which offers national and foreign 
investors and adequate return on their investment. 

95. In order to reduce the perceived risk and returns required by investors, it is important 
that FBiH and RS shows its commitment to restructuring the sector, introducing the 
appropriate regulatory framework, fostering of competition and private sector 
involvement.  Therefore, FBiH and RS will enact comprehensive electricity laws that 
state the powers and responsibilities of Government, regulators and companies. 

96. In addition, before transferring the ownership of current electricity assets to the private 
sector, FBiH and RS will implement the restructuring and regulatory frameworks 
described in this policy statement .   

97. At the same time a comprehensive study of the options for restructuring and 
privatisation will be completed by the end of December 2000.  Following this study, the 
governments of RS and FBiH will announce an action plan for restructuring, the timing 
of initial market opening, and the preferred means for the introduction of private capital.  

8. IMPLEMENTATION 

98. A Joint Ministerial Steering Group from FBiH and RS and a full time Joint Working 
Group with representation from the relevant Ministries and industry organisations will 
be established to lead and supervise the implementation of the proposed reform program 
in the electricity industry.   

99. The main implementation tasks will be: 

- drafting and passage of the necessary Electricity Laws and Secondary legislation in 
each Entity; 

- appointment of Commissioners  to each regulatory body;  

- restructuring of the current EPs companies in accordance with the action plan that will 
be drawn up after completion of a study, covering privatisation in the RS, and 
restructuring and privatisation in FBiH; 

- agreeing on the precise means for tackling the main transitional issues identified in the 
policy statement;  

- deciding on the date for initial market opening together with the rate at which the 
market is opened after that, the pace of market opening will be consistent with that of 
the  EU Electricity Directive; and 

- agreeing with other relevant Ministries, and in accordance with the action plan that 
will be drawn up after completion of a study, covering privatisation in the RS, and 
restructuring and privatisation in FBiH, the programme for the introduction of private 
capital into the electricity industry.   

100. The FBiH and RS governments will agree and publish a specific timetable for major 
steps of the reform, when the Electricity Laws are introduced into the FBiH Parliament 
and the RS Parliament in May 2000.  The Regulatory Commissioners will be appointed 
by the end of December 2000. 


